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Answers for infrastructure.

MM8000 Express – cost-effective  
and tailored for small applications
An economical danger management station for fire safety systems 
from Siemens

A lean solution
The well-known danger management 
station MM8000 from Siemens has proven 
its worth in numerous applications world-
wide. MM8000 Express is a lean and 
cost-efficient version that is ideal for fire 
detection applications requiring graphic 
support and simple operation. With the 
Express version, fire protection systems 
from Siemens can be centrally controlled 
and operated. The danger management 
station provides operators with a clear 
overview of where a fire alarm originated 
and gives comprehensible instructions on 
what to do.

MM8000 Express is a lean version of 
the well-known MM8000 danger 

management station from Siemens. 
It is the ideal solution for fire 

detection applications requiring 
graphic support and simple operation.

Typical application areas
The MM8000 Express version is built for 
applications with up to 2,000 detectors 
and field devices like:
– Small hotels
– Retail stores
– Small office buildings
– Local public authority buildings
– Neighborhood schools 
– Smaller recreation centers 
– Low-risk industries 
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Efficiently managing fire safety 
With the Express version, you can centrally 
control and operate your installed fire 
protection system from Siemens – up to 
four control panels and 2,000 detectors 
and peripheral devices. 

Event treatment
The Express version immediately displays 
all alarms and other events on an event 
list – with the most critical on top, so op-
erators know at a glance which alarms 
are the most important ones. This sup-
ports fast and correct reactions by security 
personnel in a stressful situation like a 
fire alarm.

Clear visualization
With its well-structured display, the 
MM8000 Express version offers a quick 
system overview. In fact, the user interface 
has been specifically designed for danger 
management by Siemens in cooperation 
with scientists. Floor plans show the 
supervised areas and icons illustrate the 
current state of various objects. Alarms 

and messages are displayed in a clear 
and uniform manner. Everything is avail-
able with only one mouse click. Users 
can navigate through the individual 
zones of a facility. A zoom function allows 
viewing a floor, room or even an object in 
detail. In case of an alarm, an operator 
can quickly and precisely locate where it 
was triggered. 

Keeping track of events
A history database logs all events and op-
erator activities, so you can reconstruct 
activities at a later point in time. You can 
also use long-term information on the 
system’s status for statistical analyses and 
report generation.

Future-proof solution
MM8000 Express is a safe investment. If 
your requirements change in the future, 
the lean version can be quickly and easily 
upgraded to the full version MM8000.

The Express version is the ideal 
solution if you need to centrally 
control and operate solely your 
fire protection system from 
Siemens. If you add another 
security subsystem in the 
future, you can easily upgrade 
MM8000 Express to the full 
version MM8000 at any time.

Highlights

 ■   MM8000 Express – tailored for 
small applications requiring 
graphic support

 ■   Danger management station 
to centrally operate fire pro-
tection systems from Siemens

 ■   Clearly structured, intuitive 
user interface – providing a 
quick overview

 ■   History database – to recon-
struct activities and obtain 
long-term information

 ■   Safe investment – easy 
upgrade to MM8000 danger 
management station possible


